TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (109-584)
FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (105-35253) (P)

SUBJECT: ANTI-FIDEL CASTRO ACTIVITIES
IS - CUBA
(00:MIAMI)

DATE: MAY 29 1967

ReBuairtel, dated 5/16/67, and Miami airtel, dated 5/18/67, both captioned as above.

Sources familiar with certain anti-CASTRO activities in the NY area were contacted on 5/18-19/67, concerning meetings which had taken place in Miami, Florida, in March, April and May, at the office of MANOLO FERNANDEZ, and these sources advised that they had no information concerning these meetings, as set forth in ReBuairtel, dated 5/16/67.

Sources contacted concerning this matter are identified as follows:

CSNY 2623-S
CSNY 2822-S
CSNY 4783-S
FABIO FREYRE and RALPH DIAZ GUTIERREZ

Joaquin Godoy was in telephonic contact with the NYO, on 5/22/67, at which time, he advised that he was familiar with the details of the meetings held in Miami, at the office of MANOLO FERNANDEZ. Godoy stated that he would be in NY for several days and would make arrangements at a later time to inform the NYO of the details of these meetings in Miami, as he knows them.

The NYO will interview JOAQUIN GODOY concerning this matter, and all information obtained from him will be furnished under a separate communication.